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Abstract. Dicarboxylic acids likely participate in the formation of pre-nucleation clusters to facilitate new particle
formation in the atmosphere, but the detailed mechanism
leading to the formation of multicomponent critical nuclei
involving organic acids, sulfuric acid (SA), base species,
and water remains unclear. In this study, theoretical calculations are performed to elucidate the interactions between
succinic acid (SUA) and clusters consisting of SA-ammonia
(AM)/dimethylamine (DMA) in the presence of hydration
of up to six water molecules. Formation of the hydrated
SUA qSA q base clusters is energetically favorable, triggering
proton transfer from SA to the base molecule to form new covalent bonds or strengthening the preexisting covalent bonds.
The presence of SUA promotes hydration of the SA qAM
and SA qAM qDMA clusters but dehydration of the SA qDMA
clusters. At equilibrium, SUA competes with the second SA
molecule for addition to the SA q base clusters at atmospherically relevant concentrations. The clusters containing both
the base and organic acid are capable of further binding with
acid molecules to promote subsequent growth. Our results indicate that the multicomponent nucleation involving organic
acids, sulfuric acid, and base species promotes new particle
formation in the atmosphere, particularly under polluted conditions with a high concentration of diverse organic acids.

1

Introduction

Atmospheric aerosols are important to several issues, including climate, visibility, and human health (IPCC, 2013; Zhang
et al., 2015). In particular, aerosols influence the Earth energy
budget directly by absorbing/scattering incoming solar radiation and indirectly by acting as cloud condensation nuclei
(CCN)/ice nuclei (IN), which impact the lifetime, coverage,
precipitation efficiency, and albedo of clouds (Andreae et al.,
2004; Fan et al., 2007; Li et al., 2008). Currently, the indirect radiative forcing of aerosols represents the largest uncertainty in climate predictions (IPCC, 2013). In addition, ultrafine aerosols likely cause adverse human health outcomes
(Rychlik et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2019). New particle formation (NPF) has been observed under diverse environmental
conditions (Kulmala and Kerminen, 2008; Zhang et al., 2012;
Wang et al., 2013, 2016; Guo et al., 2014; Bianchi et al.,
2016) and contributes up to half of the CCN population in the
troposphere (Merikanto et al., 2009; Yue et al., 2011). NPF
involves two distinct steps, i.e., nucleation to form a critical
nucleus and subsequent growth of newly formed nanoparticles to a larger size (> 3 nm). Currently, the identities and the
roles of chemical species involved in NPF are not fully understood at the molecular level, hindering the development of
physically based parameterization to include NPF in atmospheric models (Zhang, 2010; Cai and Jiang, 2017). Sulfuric
acid (SA) is believed to be the most common atmospheric nu-
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cleation species, and ammonia (AM)/amines further stabilize
the hydrated sulfuric acid clusters and enhance the nucleation
(Kuang et al., 2010; Yue et al., 2010; Erupe et al., 2011; Yu
et al., 2012; Qiu et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2018; Yao et al.,
2018). However, neither the sulfuric acid–water binary nucleation nor ammonia/amine-containing ternary nucleation
sufficiently explains the measured NPF rates in the lower troposphere (Xu et al., 2010a; Zhang et al., 2012), suggesting
the role of other chemical species, such as organic acids, in
NPF (Zhang et al., 2004; McGraw and Zhang, 2008).
The role of organic species in assisting aerosol nucleation
and growth has been demonstrated by both experimental and
theoretical studies (Zhang et al., 2009; Zhao et al., 2009;
Wang et al., 2010; Xu et al., 2010b; Xu and Zhang, 2012,
2014; Elm et al., 2014; Weber et al., 2014; Zhu et al., 2014;
Tröstl et al., 2016). However, the interactions between organic acids and the other nucleation precursors are still elusive, due to the large variability in the physicochemical nature of organic acids, e.g., the wide range of volatility and
functionality (Zhang et al., 2012; Riccobono et al., 2014).
In addition, most previous theoretical studies focus on the
enhancement effects of organic acids on the SA–H2 O binary nucleation or the role of organic acids in clustering
basic species such as ammonia or amines with hydration
(Zhao et al., 2009; Xu et al., 2010a; Xu and Zhang, 2013;
Elm et al., 2014; Weber et al., 2014; Zhu et al., 2014). Several recent studies have been conducted on the underlying
mechanisms of organic acids in large pre-nucleation clusters
(e.g., ammonia/amine-containing ternary nucleation) (Xu et
al., 2010b; Xu and Zhang, 2012; Elm et al., 2016a; Zhang et
al., 2017), but most of these studies treated the clusters without the consideration of hydration. Because of the ubiquitous
presence of water (W) in the atmosphere and its much higher
abundance than other nucleation precursors, the hydration
effect on aerosol nucleation is significant (Loukonen et al.,
2010; Xu and Zhang, 2013; Henschel et al., 2014, 2016; Zhu
et al., 2014).
Atmospheric measurements have shown that the presence of dicarboxylic acids, including succinic acid (SUA),
is prevalent in ambient particles (Kawamura and Kaplan,
1987; Decesari et al., 2000; Legrand et al., 2005; Hsieh et al.,
2007; Blower et al., 2013). The effect of dicarboxylic acids
on aerosol nucleation involving SA or base molecules has
been recognized in theoretical studies. Xu and Zhang (2012)
showed that dicarboxylic acids promote aerosol nucleation
with other nucleating precursors in two directions via hydrogen bonding to the two carboxylic groups on dicarboxylic
acids, which is distinct from monocarboxylic acids. Elm et
al. (2014) indicated that clustering of a single pinic acid
with SA molecules leads to closed structures because of no
available sites for additional hydrogen bonding. In addition,
Elm et al. (2017) suggested that more than two carboxylic
acid groups are required for a given organic oxidation product to efficiently stabilize sulfuric-acid containing clusters.
The interaction between SUA and dimethylamine (DMA) is
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 19, 8003–8019, 2019

strengthened by hydration via forming aminium carboxylate
ion pairs (Xu and Zhang, 2013), while hydration of oxalic
acid–AM cluster is unfavorable under atmospheric conditions (Weber et al., 2014). Clearly, the interactions of dicarboxylic acids with other nucleation precursors depend on the
type of dicarboxylic acids and the number of the molecules
involved in clustering. Presently, theoretical studies on the
effect of dicarboxylic acids on nucleation from multicomponent systems are lacking (Xu et al., 2010a; Xu and Zhang,
2013). In particular, the role of organic acids as well as their
participation in stabilizing larger pre-nucleation clusters of
the SA-ammonia/amine systems needs to be evaluated with
the presence of hydration in order to better understand NPF.
In this study, we performed theoretical calculations to
evaluate the effect of SUA on hydrated SA qbase clusters.
Two base species, ammonia and dimethylamine (DMA),
were considered. The basin-paving Monte Carlo (BPMC)
method was employed to sample stable cluster conformers,
and quantum calculations were performed to predict the thermochemical properties of the multicomponent clusters. Geometric and topological analyses were carried out to investigate the structures and binding between SUA and SA qbase
clusters in the presence of hydration. The implications of the
interaction of SUA with hydrated SA–base clusters for atmospheric NPF are discussed.

2

Computational methods

The methodology of the BPMC conformational sampling
combined with quantum calculations using density functional theory (DFT) were employed to assess the role of SUA
in clustering of SA with base compounds in the presence of
water (Xu and Zhang, 2013). Briefly, the local energy minima in BPMC simulations was searched by using the Amber11 package, and the basin-hopping Monte Carlo (BHMC)
approach was employed to increase the Monte Carlo transition probability, which allows the clustering system to escape
from the traps of the local energy minimum. We employed
the generalized AMBER force field (GAFF) for AM, DMA,
and SUA following Wang et al. (2004, 2016). The force field
parameters from Loukonen et al. (2010) were adapted for
SUA and bisulfate ion. Hydration of the clustering system
was evaluated by employing the TIP3P model. The geometric optimization and frequency calculations of the BPMC
sampled cluster complexes were further performed at the
PW91PW91 level of theory with the basis set 6-311++G(2d,
2p) using the Gaussian 09 software package (Frisch et al.,
2009). Thermodynamic quantities, such as the electronic energy (1E with ZPE), enthalpy (1H ), and Gibbs free energies (1G), were obtained on the basis of unscaled density functional frequencies at a temperature of 298.15 K and
pressure of 1 atm. Several basic cluster systems were also examined at the M06-2X/6-311++G(3df, 3pd) level of theory,
which has been suggested to be more reliable in predicting
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/19/8003/2019/
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binary and ternary cluster formation (Elm et al., 2012; Leverentz et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2017). Comparisons of the
free energies with the two different DFT levels of theories
between this study and previous available theoretical and experimental studies are presented in Table 1. The energies derived at the PW91PW91/6-311++G(2d, 2p) are consistent
with those of the M06-2X/6-311++G(3df, 3pd) method, and
the differences between our calculations and previous studies are within 1.6 kcal mol−1 . The thermochemical quantities calculated at the PW91PW91/6-311++G(2d, 2p) level
of theory for the most stable cluster configurations are summarized in Table 2.
Topological analysis on the SA qbase clusters with hydration and SUA was performed by employing the multifunctional wavefunction analyzer (Multiwfn) 3.3.8 program (Lu
and Chen, 2012). The topological characteristics at the bond
critical points (BCPs) were calculated for electron density
(ρ), Laplacian of electron density (1ρ), and potential energy
density (V ). Since the electron density is highly correlated
to bonding strength (Lane et al., 2013), the potential energy
density is an indicator of hydrogen bond energies (Espinosa
et al., 1998). The occurrence of proton transfer in the clusters
was determined using the localized orbital locator (LOL). A
high LOL value denotes greatly localized electrons and indicates the existence of a covalent bond (Lu and Chen, 2012).
The covalent bond is characterized by a negative 1ρ, while a
positive 1ρ is associated with a hydrogen bond. In addition,
a newly formed covalent bond via proton transfer was quantitatively examined in terms of the bond strength using the
Laplacian bond order (LBO) as an indicator (Lu and Chen,
2012). Both LOL and LBO were calculated with the Multiwfn 3.3.8 program (Lu and Chen, 2012).
The extent to which clusters are hydrated (or the hydrophilicity of the clusters) is affected by humidity conditions in the atmosphere (Loukonenet al., 2010; Henschel et
al., 2014, 2016). To examine the influence of SUA on cluster hydration under different humidity conditions, the relative hydrate distributions over the number of water molecules
contained in clusters were calculated at different relative humidity (RH) levels. The distribution was calculated according to Henschel et al. (2014), in which the Gibbs free energies
of hydration obtained from DFT calculations are converted
to equilibrium constants for the formation of the respective
hydrate by
K =e

−1G0
RT

(1)

and the relative hydrate population xn of the hydratecontaining n water molecules is determined by


−1Gn
p (H2 O) n
xn =
x0 e RT ,
(2)
0
p
where p(H2 O) is the water partial pressure, p 0 is the pressure
of water at 1 atm, x0 is the population of the dry cluster for
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/19/8003/2019/
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xn = 1, T is the standard temperature (298.15 K), and R is

0

the molar gas constant. p(H2 O) is related to RH through
p (H2 O) = p(H2 O)eq × RH,

(3)

where p(H2 O)eq is the water saturation vapor pressure,
which is a function of the temperature (Wexler, 1976). Note
that only the Gibbs free energy for the lowest energy structure for each hydration was considered and the Boltzmann
averaging effect over configurations on comparable clusters
was negligible for the free energies of hydration (Erupe et al.,
2011; Xu and Zhang, 2013; Tsona et al., 2015).
To assess the importance of uptake of SUA on the SA qbase
clusters under atmospheric conditions, the ratio in the concentrations SA qX qSUA to (SA)2 qX (X denotes either AM or
DMA) is estimated under equilibrium conditions,
SA qX + SUA = SA qX qSUA,
SA qX + SA = (SA)2 qX,

(R1)
(R2)

and the equilibrium constants K1 and K2 for Reactions (R1)
and (R2) are expressed as
−1G1
[SA qX qSUA]
= e RT ,
q
[SA X] [SUA]
−1G2
[(SA)2 qX]
RT .
K2 =
=
e
[SA qX] [SA]

(4)

K1 =

(5)

The ratio between SA qX qSUA and (SA)2 qX concentrations
is derived by dividing K1 and K2 ,
[SA qX qSUA] [SUA] −1(1G)
=
e RT ,
[(SA)2 qX]
[SA]

(6)

where 1(1G) is the difference in the Gibbs free energies
between Reactions (R1) and (R2) at 298 K. As listed in
Table 3, the concentrations of sulfuric acid, ammonia, and
dimethylamine in the atmosphere are typically in the range
of 105 –107 , 109 –1011 , and 107 –109 molecules cm−3 (Zhang
et al., 2012), and the SUA concentration is in the range
of 108 –109 molecules cm−3 (Ho et al., 2007), resulting in a
SUA/SA ratio from 10 to 104 . In addition, the concentration
for the cluster (SA)m q(AM)n q(DMA)l q(SUA)k , [cluster], is
estimated from the atmospheric concentrations of the various precursors,
[cluster] =[SA]m × [AM]n × [DMA]l

k

× [SUA] × e

−1G
RT



,

(7)

where 1G corresponds to the Gibbs free energy change
for the reaction, mSA +nAM +lDMA +kSUA → (SA)m q
(AM)n q (DMA)l q (SUA)k .
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 19, 8003–8019, 2019
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Table 1. Theoretical and experimental values of the free energy change for several basic reactions in kilocalories per mole.
Reactions

This study

Refs

PW91PW91/6-311++G(2df,2pd)

M06-2X/6-311++G(3df,3pd)

−7.65
−11.13
−1.48
−3.06
−6.20
−9.86

−8.00
−11.24
−0.07
−3.63
−7.29
−11.46

SA+AM→SA qAM
SA+DMA →SA qDMA
SA qAM+W→SA qAM qW
SA qDMA+W→SA qDMA qW
SA qAM+SUA→SA qAM qSUA
SA qDMA+SUA→SA qDMA qSUA

−8.5a,∗ , −7.77b , −6.64c , −7.84d
13.66c , 11.38e
−1.41b , −1.67f
−3.67e , −2.89f
–
–

a From Hanson and Eisele (2002). b From Nadykto and Yu (2007). c From Kurtén and Kerminen (2008). d From Elm et al. (2012). e From Nadykto et al. (2011).
f From Henschel et al. (2014). ∗ Corresponds to experimental results.

3
3.1

Results and discussion
Structures and topology

The most stable structures (in terms of 1G at T = 298.15 K
and p = 1 atm) of the hydrated SA qbase clusters are shown
in Figs. 1–3. Addition of SUA to hydrated SA qbase clusters alters the hydrogen bonding and rearranges the cluster
structure, affecting the free energy and stability for the cluster formation. Proton transfer occurs with SUA addition to
SA qbase, leading to a conversion from the hydrogen bond
to covalent bond within the cluster. Proton transfer is absent
in the SA qAM cluster (Fig. 1a), consistent with the previous
studies (Kurtén et al., 2006; Loukonen et al., 2010; Henschel
et al., 2014), while the occurrence of proton transfer with
SUA addition (Fig. 1b) is confirmed by the relocation of the
LOL high value (Fig. 4a). For the SA qAM cluster, a large
value of LOL is adjacent to the SA molecule, indicating that
electrons attained with the hydrogen atom (H1) on the S–O–
H group are localized on the SA molecule side. In contrast,
a large LOL region is located near the nitrogen atom (N1)
on the AM molecule with the addition of SUA, suggesting
that electrons are greatly localized on the AM side. Proton
transfer converts the N1–H1 hydrogen bonding to a covalent bond, leading to the formation of ammonium bisulfate
with a value of 0.464 for LBO. The formation of the covalent bond is also confirmed by the negative sign of ∇ρ at
the BCP of the N1–H1 bond (Table S1 in the Supplement).
The electron density (potential energy density) at the BCP
of the N1–H1 bond exhibits a significant increase (decrease),
from 0.091 (−0.087) atomic units (a.u.) in the SA qAM cluster to 0.271 (−0.424) a.u. in the SA qAM qSUA cluster. The
structures of SA qAM and SA qDMA hydrates with up to five
water molecules in our calculations are consistent with those
of Henschel et al. (2014). The interactions between SA and
AM/DMA in the presence of hydration were previously studied (DePalma et al., 201; Yu et al., 2012; Qiu and Zhang,
2013; Xu and Zhang, 2013; Tsona et al., 2015), showing
strong hydrogen bonding among SA, base compound, and
water molecules. Another study on glycolic acid found that
addition of one glycolic acid molecule to the SA qAM cluster
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 19, 8003–8019, 2019

does not result in proton transfer, unless a second glycolic
acid molecule is added (Zhang et al., 2017). Clearly, SUA
is more efficient than glycolic acid to stabilize the SA qAM
clusters.
In contrast to the SA qAM cluster, proton transfer occurs
for the SA qDMA cluster without water or SUA (Figs. 2 and
4b) because of stronger basicity of DMA than AM (Anderson et al., 2008). Similarly, proton transfer occurs for
the SA qAM qDMA cluster, leading to the formation of the
aminium bisulfate (HSO−
4 ) ion pair. Addition of SUA to
SA qDMA qAM q(W)n results in additional proton transfer between the bisulfate ion and AM, leading to the formation of
sulfate ions (SO2−
4 ) (Figs. 3 and 4c).
The dependence of the number of proton transfers on hydration is summarized in Table 4. For comparison, the results of hydration of SA clusters by Xu and Zhang (2013),
who employed a similar method for the structure sampling
and quantum calculations, are also included in this table.
Both hydration and addition of SUA promote proton transfer in the SA qbase clusters. Previous studies identified facile
proton transfer by hydration (Ding et al., 2003; Al Natsheh
et al., 2004; Loukonen et al., 2010; Xu and Zhang, 2013),
and the dependence of proton transfer on the hydration level
was also indicated by Tsona et al. (2015). For the SA cluster, Xu and Zhang (2013) found that proton transfer in the
hydrated SA clusters only occurs with more than two water molecules. In our study, proton transfer due to hydration occurs in the monohydrate of SA qAM. A second proton transfer also occurs due to hydration, for example, when
SA qAM qDMA q(W)5 clusters are hydrated with one more water molecule (Figs. 1a and 3a). The formation of the covalent bond in the monohydrate of SA qAM and the sixth
hydrate of SA qAM qDMA is confirmed by the LOL relocation (Fig. S1 in the Supplement). Loukonen et al. (2010)
also found that proton transfer occurs in SA qAM for the hydrated cluster with two water molecules. Our results show
that neither water molecules nor SUA induce the second
proton transfer in SA qDMA clusters. In contrast, Loukonon
et al. (2010) showed that the second proton transfer occurs when the SA qDMA cluster is hydrated with five water
molecules. The difference in proton transfer with hydration
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Table 2. Calculated binding energy 1E(ZPE), enthalpy 1H , and Gibbs free energy 1G (at T = 298.15 K and p = 1 atm) at the
PW91PW91/6-311++G(2d, 2p) level of theory for the hydrated clusters. Energies are in kilocalories per mole.
Reactions

1E(ZPE)

1H

1G

SA+AM→SA qAM
SA+AM+W→SA qAM qW
SA+AM+2W→SA qAM q(W)2
SA+AM+3W→SA qAM q(W)3
SA+AM+4W→SA qAM q(W)4
SA+AM+5W→SA qAM q(W)5
SA+AM+6W→SA qAM q(W)6

−15.95
−26.40
−39.14
−49.96
−59.63
−69.20
−78.71

−16.51
−28.02
−41.58
−52.98
−63.30
−73.58
−83.37

−7.65
−9.13
−12.33
−15.11
−16.32
−16.26
−18.64

SA+DMA→SA qDMA
SA+DMA+W→SA qDMA qW
SA+DMA+2W→SA qDMA q(W)2
SA+DMA+3W→SA qDMA q(W)3
SA+DMA+4W→SA qDMA q(W)4
SA+DMA+5W→SA qDMA q(W)5
SA+DMA+6W→SA qDMA q(W)6

−21.16
−33.46
−45.02
−54.37
−62.47
−75.68
−84.43

−21.11
−34.13
−46.60
−56.57
−65.25
−79.92
−89.24

−11.13
−14.19
−16.51
−17.62
−18.56
−20.31
−20.16

SA+SUA+AM→SA qSUA qAM
SA+SUA+AM+W→SA qSUA qAM qW
SA+SUA+AM+2W→SA qSUA qAM q(W)2
SA+SUA+AM+3W→SA qSUA qAM q(W)3
SA+SUA+AM+4W→SA qSUA qAM q(W)4
SA+SUA+AM+5W→SA qSUA qAM q(W)5
SA+SUA+AM+6W→SA qSUA qAM q(W)6

−34.19
−45.65
−58.95
−70.41
−80.92
−86.75
−98.52

−34.69
−47.18
−61.44
−73.52
−84.95
−90.96
−104.27

−13.85
−15.85
−18.70
−21.47
−23.47
−20.48
−22.80

SA+SUA+DMA→SA qSUA qDMA
SA+SUA+DMA+W→SA qSUA qDMA qW
SA+SUA+DMA+2W→SA qSUA qDMA q(W)2
SA+SUA+DMA+3W→SA qSUA qDMA q(W)3
SA+SUA+DMA+4W→SA qSUA qDMA q(W)4
SA+SUA+DMA+5W→SA qSUA qDMA q(W)5
SA+SUA+DMA+6W→SA qSUA qDMA q(W)6

−42.01
−54.80
−64.86
−75.90
−82.83
−92.80
−103.04

−41.42
−55.47
−66.03
−78.21
−86.21
−96.19
−107.49

−20.98
−21.92
−23.45
−25.19
−21.95
−26.54
−27.29

2SA+SUA+DMA→(SA)2 qSUA qDMA
2SA+SUA+DMA+W→(SA)2 qSUA q DMA qW
2SA+SUA+DMA+2W→(SA)2 qSUA qDMA q(W)2
2SA+SUA+DMA+3W→(SA)2 qSUA qDMA q(W)3
2SA+SUA+DMA+4W→(SA)2 qSUA qDMA q(W)4
2SA+SUA+DMA+5W→(SA)2 qSUA qDMA q(W)5
2SA+SUA+DMA+6W→(SA)2 qSUA qDMA q(W)6

−62.90
−69.95
−79.07
−91.67
−93.90
−115.58
−108.55

−63.35
−70.90
−80.72
−94.06
−96.57
−120.45
−112.07

−26.12
−25.11
−25.30
−28.71
−24.36
−31.69
−22.50

−23.83
−44.15
−54.34
−66.01
−75.88
−83.63
−97.07

−33.01
−45.58
−56.54
−69.12
−79.62
−87.99
−102.91

−14.15
−16.05
−17.69
−19.27
−20.44
−19.74
−22.48

−54.69
−62.07
−77.31
−83.64
−92.14
−104.97
−115.86

−56.03
−63.89
−80.08
−87.00
−95.95
−110.11
−121.79

−20.69
−21.65
−25.32
−24.00
−24.48
−25.51
−28.66

SA+DMA+AM→SA qDMA qAM
SA+DMA+AM+W→SA qDMA qAM qW
SA+DMA+AM+2W→SA qDMA qAM q(W)2
SA+DMA+AM+3W→SA qDMA qAM q(W)3
SA+DMA+AM+4W→SA qDMA qAM q(W)4
SA+DMA+AM+5W→SA qDMA qAM q(W)5
SA+DMA+AM+6W→SA qDMA qAM q(W)6
SA+SUA+DMA+AM→SA qSUA qDMA q AM
SA+SUA+DMA+AM+W→SA qSUA qDMA qAM qW
SA+SUA+DMA+AM+2W→SA qSUA qDMA qAM q(W)2
SA+SUA+DMA+AM+3W→SA qSUA qDMA qAM q(W)3
SA+SUA+DMA+AM+4W→SA qSUA qDMA qAM q(W)4
SA+SUA+DMA+AM+5W→SA qSUA qDMA qAM q(W)5
SA+SUA+DMA+AM+6W→SA qSUA qDMA qAM q(W)6
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Table 3. Typical ranges of gas-phase concentrations (molecules cm−3 ) for sulfuric acid, ammonium, dimethylamine, and succinic acid in
the atmosphere.
Precursors

Sulfuric acida

Ammoniumb

Dimethylaminec

Succinic acidd

Number concentration

1 × 105 –1 × 107

1 × 109 –1 × 1011

1 × 107 –1 × 109

1 × 108 –1 × 109

a Zhang et al. (2012). b Seinfeld and Pandis (2016). c Ge et al. (2011). d Ho et al. (2007).

Figure 1. Most stable configurations of the hydrated SA qAM clusters and the clusters with one SUA addition. The hydration is with zero to
six water molecules. The sulfur (carbon) atoms are depicted as large (small) yellow balls, oxygen atoms in red, nitrogen atoms in blue, and
hydrogen atoms in white. The dashed line denotes the hydrogen bond.

Table 4. Number of proton transfers within hydrated clusters (T =
298.15 K).
Cluster

SA∗

SA qAM
SA qAM qSUA
SA qDMA
SA qDMA qSUA
SA qDMA qAM
SA qDMA qAM qSUA

No. of water molecules
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0
0
1
1
1
1
2

0
1
1
1
1
1
2

0
1
1
1
1
1
2

1
1
1
1
1
1
2

1
1
1
1
1
1
2

1
1
1
1
1
1
2

1
1
1
1
1
2
2

∗ From Xu and Zhang (2013).

between this study and Loukonen et al., is attributable to the
different sampling methodologies used to obtain the most
stable conformers of the clusters. Note that the findings of
Loukonen et al., are also in contrast to those by Henschel et
al. (2014).
Table 5 summarizes the available LBO values for the covalent bonds in the SA qbase clusters with hydration. The dependence of LBO on the hydration level varies with the clusters. For SA qAM without SUA, additional water molecules
result in a higher LBO of N1–H1 bonds, while for SA qDMA
LBO of the N2–H2 bond generally increases at all hydraAtmos. Chem. Phys., 19, 8003–8019, 2019

tion levels except for the dihydrate. With addition of SUA
to SA qAM and SA qDMA, the LBO values of the preexisting
covalent bonds of SUA-containing clusters are higher than
those of the clusters without SUA at all hydration levels except for the sixth hydration. This indicates that, although addition of SUA to the two hydrated clusters does not result in
additional proton transfer, the presence of SUA enhances the
covalent bonds at the hydration levels of 0 to 5. The electron and the potential energy densities at BCPs of the N–H
bonds are somewhat higher and lower, respectively, in the
SUA-containing clusters than in those without SUA for most
hydration cases (Tables S2 and S3).
Addition of SUA to SA qbase results in cleavage of the hydrogen bond between the base and SA molecules (Figs. 1b,
2b, and 3b). Note that the carbon chain of SUA tends to bend
accordingly as the hydration degree increases because the
carboxylic groups at the two ends of the carbon chain are
involved in hydrogen bonding. As expected, the number of
hydrogen bonds by AM in SA qAM qSUA clusters increases
with the hydration degree, which is always equal to or larger
than that of the corresponding clusters without SUA and is
closely related to the free energy changes in SUA addition to
SA qAM clusters (see detailed discussions below on the energetics). For the DMA-containing clusters, the nitrogen atom
is saturated by two hydrogen bonds, and the presence of the
two free methyl groups likely corresponds to another factor
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Figure 2. Most stable configurations of the hydrated SA qDMA clusters and the clusters with one SUA addition. The hydration is with zero
to six water molecules.

Table 5. Laplacian bond order (LBO) of the newly formed covalent bond (nitrogen–hydrogen bond) between in the clusters (a.u.).
Clusters

Bonds

No. of water molecules
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

N1-H1

–

0.383

0.577

0.586

0.580

0.636

0.663

N1-H1

0.464

0.575

0.586

0.621

0.609

0.663

0.607

SA qDMA

N2-H2

0.542

0.503

0.571

0.571

0.577

0.579

0.610

SA qDMA qSUA

N2-H2

0.551

0.548

0.598

0.613

0.583

0.613

0.581

N1-H1
N2-H2

–
0.489

–
0.483

–
0.608

–
0.553

–
0.533

–
0.591

0.525
0.567

N1-H1
N2-H2

0.420
0.498

0.521
0.411

0.483
0.518

0.321
0.611

0.607
0.501

0.591
0.564

0.677
0.568

SA qAM
SA qAM qSUA

SA qDMA qAM
SA qDMA qAM qSUA

Note: N1 is the nitrogen atom on the ammonia (AM) molecule; N2 is the nitrogen atom on the dimethylamine (DMA)
molecule; H1 is the hydrogen atom on one of the hydroxyl functions of the sulfuric acid (SA) molecule and bound to N1; H2
is the hydrogen atom on one of the hydroxyl functions of the SA (SA) molecule and bound to N2.
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Figure 3. Most stable configurations of the hydrated SA qDMA qAM clusters and the clusters with one SUA addition. The hydration is with
zero to six water molecules.

affecting the stability (Ortega et al., 2012). The complexity
of the cluster structures is partially ascribed by intramolecular hydrogen bonding associated with SUA, as illustrated
by SA qAM qSUA qW, SA qDMA qSUA qW, or SA qAM qDMA q
SUA q(W)5 (Fis. 1b, 2b, and 3b).
3.2

Energetics

The stepwise hydration free energies for the clusters, along
with the number of water molecules in the clusters, are presented in Fig. 5a and Table 2. For SA qAM and SA qDMA with
up to five water molecules, the free energies are in agreement
with those by Henschel et al. (2014) using the RICC2/augcc-pV(T+d)Z level for sulfur and the RICC2/aug-cc-pVTZ
level for all other atoms, but differ from those by Loukonen et al. (2010) at the RI-MP2/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z level of
theory. Note that the structures of the hydrates in this study
and Henschel et al. (2014) are different from those of Loukonen et al. (2010), explaining the differences in the energies
among the various studies.
Figure 5a shows that the stepwise hydration energies are
negative at most hydration degrees, suggesting that hydration is thermodynamically favorable. Without SUA, the fifth
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 19, 8003–8019, 2019

hydration of SA qAM and SA qDMA qAM and the sixth hydration of SA qDMA exhibit positive or nearly zero onestep hydration free energies. These endergonic steps are
ascribed because of the saturation by water molecules of
the SA qbase clusters (Henschel et al., 2013). For SUAcontaining clusters, the addition of one more water molecule
increases the free energy, resulting in a larger positive hydration energy. For example, the one-step free energies
are 2.99, 3.24, and 1.32 kcal mol−1 for the fifth hydration
for SA qAM qSUA, the fourth hydration for SA qDMA qSUA,
and the third hydration of SA qDMA qAM qSUA, respectively.
The large increases in free energies for SA qAM qSUA and
SA qDMA qSUA are explained by structural rearrangement.
The positive one-step hydration energy for the third hydration of SA qDMA qAM qSUA is likely because of the formation of the stable dihydrate.
The relative changes in the free energy due to addition
of SUA to the SA qbase clusters are depicted along with hydration degree (Fig. 5b). For all hydration levels except the
fourth one, the free energy changes for the SA qDMA cluster
by SUA addition are more negative than that for the SA qAM
cluster, suggesting that the addition of SUA to SA qDMA is
more favorable than that to SA qAM. The largest change in
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/19/8003/2019/
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Figure 4. Relief maps with the projection of a localized orbital locator for clusters of (a) SA qAM and SA qAM qSUA, (b) SA qDMA,
SA qDMA qSUA, and (c) SA qDMA qAM and SA qDMA qAM qSUA. Hydrogen bonds are shown as dashed lines. A large LOL value reflects
that electrons are greatly localized, indicating the existence of a covalent bond.

the free energy (−7.15 kcal mol−1 ) between SA qAM qSUA
and SA qAM occurs at the fourth hydration step, which is attributable to the structure change due to SUA addition, i.e.,
an additional hydrogen bond formed on AM in the fourth
hydrate of SA qAM qSUA. However, such a hydrogen bond is
absent in the SA qAM cluster until the fifth hydration (Fig. 1).
The largest negative free energy change (−9.86 kcal mol−1 )
in SA qDMA corresponds to the unhydrated form. The strong
hydrogen bonds between DMA and the two acids formed
in the unhydrated SA qDMA qSUA cluster undergo cleavage

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/19/8003/2019/

due to water uptake, leading to a smaller free energy difference between the SA qDMA qSUA and SA qDMA clusters
with hydration. In addition, stabilization by hydration for the
SA qbase clusters is weakened by addition of SUA, particularly for the SA qDMA and SA qDMA qAM clusters, with
much smaller hydration energies for SA qDMA qSUA and
SA qDMA qAM qSUA than the corresponding clusters without SUA (Fig. 5a). It is evident that the Gibbs free energy
changes of SUA addition to the multicomponent clusters are
relevant to the hydration degree and the base types.

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 19, 8003–8019, 2019
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Figure 5. Stepwise hydration free energies (a) and the relative
Gibbs free energy changes due to addition of one SUA molecule
to SA qbase clusters (b) at T = 298.15 K and p = 1 atm. The free
energy is calculated at the PW91PW91/6-311++G(2d, 2p) level.

The role of SUA in the subsequent growth of the SA qbase
clusters was examined by comparing the differences in free
energies for adding SA to SA qDMA and SA qDMA qSUA.
Computations were also performed for the unhydrated
(SA)2 qDMA, (SA)3 qDMA, and (SA)2 qDMA qSUA clusters
(Table 6). The optimized clusters containing more than
one SA molecule are depicted in Fig. 6. The free energies of SA addition to SA qDMA and (SA)2 qDMA are
−10.5 and −6.1 kcal mol−1 , respectively. The free energy
for adding SA to SA qDMA qSUA is −5.14 kcal mol−1 , higher
than that of SA addition to SA qDMA. With hydration (i.e.,
(SA)2 qDMA qSUA q(W)x), the free energies for adding SA to
SA qDMA qSUA q(W)x clusters are all negative (Table 2).
3.3

Hydration profiles

The equilibrium hydrate distributions were calculated for the
SA qbase clusters with and without the presence of SUA. Figure 7 displays the relative hydrate distributions under three
typical atmospheric RH values, i.e., 20 %, 50 %, and 80 %.
The SA qbase cluster shows an increasing hydration with inAtmos. Chem. Phys., 19, 8003–8019, 2019

creasing RH, although the different clusters exhibit distinct
characteristics in the hydrate distribution.
Our results for the SA qAM hydrate distribution are consistent with the previous studies (Loukonen et al., 2010;
Henschel et al., 2014), showing that the hydrate distribution of SA qAM is sensitive to RH (Fig. 7a). The completely
dry SA qAM cluster dominates the hydrate distribution under low RH (< 40 %), while the trihydrate is most prevalent
as RH exceeds 40 % because of higher stability of the trihydrate than the monohydrate and dihydrate. Since the change
in the free energies is almost identical for addition of one
or two water molecules, the SA qDMA clusters of the unhydrated form, monohydrate, and dihydrate are evenly distributed (Fig. 7b) and account for 85 % of the total population at all RH levels. The peak of the hydrate distribution for
SA qDMA shows a continuous shift from the unhydrated cluster to dihydrate with increasing RH. The SA qDMA qAM cluster tends to be dehydrated, as reflected by the fact that the relative population of dry SA qDMA qAM clusters exceeds 50 %
even under highly humid conditions (Fig. 7c). Hence, addition of DMA or AM considerably lowers the hydrophilicity of SA qAM or SA qDMA. The dehydration trend of the
SA qDMA qAM cluster in our work is consistent with the previous investigations, in which the base-containing clusters
with SA were found to be less hydrophilic than the SA clusters.
Addition of SUA alters the hydrate distribution of the
SA qbase clusters. For example, the hydrate distribution is
broader for SA qAM qSUA than for SA qAM (Fig. 7a, d), with
a considerably high population of the fourth hydrate for
SA qAM qSUA at high RH to promote hydration. The broader
hydrate distribution is consistent with the more negative hydration energy at the fourth hydration step for SA qAM qSUA
for SA qAM. However, the peaks of the distribution exhibit a similar pattern with varying RH for SA qAM and
SA qAM qSUA, i.e., with unhydrated and trihydrate clusters,
as the most populated forms. The hydrate distributions for
SA qDMA qSUA and SA qDMA exhibit distinct characteristics. In the presence of SUA, over 80 % of the clusters exist
in a dry state independent of RH (Fig. 7e), indicating that
hydration of SA qDMA qSUA is less favorable than that of
SA qDMA. The hydrate distribution peak for SA qDMA qSUA
at the unhydrated cluster is consistent with the fact that addition of SUA greatly reduces the free energy of the dry
clusters and the changes in hydration free energy are relatively small at all hydration levels. The SA qDMA qAM qSUA
clusters are likely dehydrated or hydrated with two water
molecules dependent on RH (Fig. 7f), as the distribution peak
shifts between the unhydrated (RH < 70 %) and the dihydrate (RH > 70 %) clusters and does not exhibit a peak in
monohydrate at any RH level. Clearly, hydration is more favorable for SA qDMA qAM qSUA than for SA qDMA qAM.
The hydration profiles are shown in Fig. 8 as functions of RH for the clusters with SA qbase. The maximal
numbers of water molecules for SA qAM, SA qDMA, and
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/19/8003/2019/
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Figure 6. Most stable configurations of (a) unhydrated (SA)2 qDMA, (b) (SA)2 qDMA, and (c) the hydrated (SA)2 qDMA qSUA clusters. The
hydration is with zero to six water molecules (W).

Table 6. Gibbs free energy (1G, kcal mol−1 ), interaction energy (1H 0 , kcal mol−1 ), and cluster concentration at equilibrium for basic
clustering reactions. The right-hand side of clustering reactions are the product clusters in Eq. (7), and the core clusters and addition molecules
in Eq. (7) are listed here as well.
Cluster
reactions

SA+SA↔(SA)2
SA+SUA↔SA qSUA
SA+AM↔SA qAM
SA+DMA↔SA qDMA
SA qSUA+SA↔(SA)2 qSUA
SA qAM+SA↔(SA)2 qAM
SA qAM+SUA↔SA qAM qSUA
SA qDMA+SA↔(SA)2 qDMA
SA qDMA+SUA↔SA qDMA qSUA
(SA)2 qDMA+SA↔(SA)3 qDMA
SA qDMA qSUA+SA↔(SA)2 qDMA qSUA

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/19/8003/2019/

1G

1H 0

Dipole moment
(debye)

Cluster
Core
cluster

Molecule for
addition

[Cluster]
(cm−3 )

−3.72
−8.61
−6.36
−11.41
−1.02
−9.46
−6.20
−10.53
−9.86

−13.08
−17.94
−14.38
−18.38
−11.04
−19.53
−16.01
−21.16
−19.07

0.0008
4.2631
6.5915
8.2081
4.6588
7.4060
8.7764
7.0470
7.4559

SA
SA
SA
SA
SA q SUA
SA qAM
SA qAM
SA qDMA
SA qDMA

SA
SUA
AM
DMA
SA
SA
SUA
SA
SUA

10−7 –10−3
100 –103
10−1 –10−3
101 –105
10−14 –10−9
10−9 –10−3
10−8 –10−3
10−6 –100
10−3 –102

−6.10
−5.13

−15.25
−19.07

7.4060
5.2795

(SA)2 qDMA
SA qDMA qSUA

SA
SA

10−16 –10−8
10−14 –10−7
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Figure 7. Hydrate distributions of clusters under different RH levels (20 %, 50 %, and 80 %). Panels (a), (b), and (c) show clusters for
SA qAM, SA qDMA, and SA qDMA qAM, respectively. Panels (d), (e), and (f) show clusters with one SUA addition on the basis of (a), (b),
and (c) clusters. In all RH cases, T = 298 K.

SA qDMA qAM are 2.7, 1.7, and 0.9, respectively, as RH
approaches 100 %. The calculated degrees of hydration for
SA qAM and SA qDMA are slightly higher in this study
than those by Henschel et al. (2014). Addition of SUA
considerably enhances the hydrophilicity of SA qAM and
SA qDMA qAM, leading to high degrees of hydration for
SUA-containing clusters. In contrast, the number of water
molecules bound to SA qDMA is greatly reduced with SUA
addition since the most populated cluster of SA qDMA qSUA
is unhydrated for different RH values (Fig. 7e).
3.4

Atmospheric implications

The cluster growth can be represented by a reversible, stepwise kinetic process in a single- or multicomponent system
(Zhang et al., 2012),
+
+Ai−1 ,ki−1

Ci−1


ki−

+Ai ,ki+

Ci  Ci+1

(8)

−
ki+1

where Ai−1 denotes a monomer species to be added to the
cluster Ci−1 at the (i −1)th step and ki− and Ki+ represent the
association and decomposition rate constants of the cluster,
respectively. Hence, whether cluster Ci grows or decomposes
is dependent on the competition between the forward and
backward reactions for Ci , which are dependent on the rate
constant ki+ and monomer concentration [Ai ] and ki− (i.e.,
the thermal stability of Ci ), respectively. The time-dependent
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 19, 8003–8019, 2019

Figure 8. Average hydration numbers per cluster for various
SA qbase clusters at 298.15 K.

concentration of cluster Ci is derived according to Zhang et
al. (2012),
d[Ci ]
+
= ki−1
[Ci−1 ][Ai−1 ] − ki− [Ci ] − ki+ [Ci ][Ai ]
dt
−
+ ki+1
[Ci+1 ].

(9)

Note that Eq. (7) is the steady-state expression of Eq. (9)
summed over all reaction steps.
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/19/8003/2019/
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Table 7. Concentration ratios between SUA qSA qX and (SA)2 qX
clusters, with X = W, AM, and DMA.
SUA/SA

X = (none)

X=W

X = AM

X = DMA

10 : 1
100 : 1
1000 : 1
10 000 : 1

3.80 × 104

5.30 × 103

4.11 × 10−2

3.80 × 105

5.30 × 104

4.11 × 10−1

3.80 × 106
3.80 × 107

5.30 × 105
5.30 × 106

4.11 × 100
4.11 × 101

3.19 × 100
3.19 × 101
3.19 × 102
3.19 × 103

Addition of SUA to SA or SA qbase is thermodynamically
favorable (Fig. 5b), as reflected by large negative free energies. The estimated cluster concentrations using Eq. (7) and
the atmospherically relevant concentrations of the precursor species are 10−3 –102 cm−3 for SA qDMA qSUA and 100 –
103 cm−3 for SA qSUA (Table 6), suggesting that SUA likely
contributes to the further growth of the SA and SA qbase clusters. Furthermore, the dipole moments of SA qDMA qSUA
and SA qAM qSUA are 7.5 and 8.8 debye, respectively (Table 6), which are the largest among those of the trimers.
The calculated ratios of [SA qX qSUA]/[(SA)2 qX] (X denotes AM, DMA, water molecule, or none) under atmospherically relevant concentrations are presented in Table 7.
The estimated ratio of [SA qDMA qSUA] to [(SA)2 qDMA]
is in the range from 3 : 1 to 3000 : 1 under atmospherically relevant concentrations for the precursor species, i.e.,
[SUA] / [SA] in the range from 10 : 1 to 104 : 1, indicating that SA qDMA qSUA is prevalent in the atmosphere. The
ratios of [SA q SUA]/[(SA)2 ] and [SA qW qSUA]/[(SA)2 qW]
are both higher than 103 : 1, indicating that the SUAcontaining clusters are prevalent for both unhydrated and hydrated SA clusters with one water molecule. While the sulfuric acid dimer is believed to be an important precursor for
NPF (Zhang et al., 2012), our study shows that SUA, which
is one of the most abundant dicarboxylic acids in the atmosphere, competes with the formation and further growth of
the sulfuric acid dimer because of the strong interaction of
SUA with SA to form the unhydrated or hydrated clusters.
The effect of SUA on the formation and further growth of
the sulfuric acid dimer is more pronounced than that by ketodiperoxy acid (Elm et al., 2016b). Figure 9 depicts the relative stability of cluster formation from the interaction among
SUA, SA, base, and W molecules, showing SA qDMA as the
most stable dimer and (SA)2 qDMA as most stable trimer, followed by SA qDMA qSUA.
It should be pointed out that steady-state equilibrium
for pre-nucleation clusters is rarely established under atmospheric conditions for each intermediate step (i.e., Eq. 9) and
the overall cluster growth (i.e., Eq. 7) because of continuous
forward reactions by adding monomers to form larger clusters during NPF. Whether a cluster grows to form a nanoparticle is dependent on the competition between the forward
reaction by adding a monomer and the backward reaction by
losing a monomer (evaporation) at each intermediate step.
For example, at step i the cluster grows (or evaporates) when
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/19/8003/2019/

Figure 9. Possible pathways for cluster formation based on free
energies of formation.

the term of ki+ × [Ai ] is larger (smaller) than that of ki−
(Eq. 9). While the evaporation rate relies on the thermodynamic stability of the cluster, the forward rate constant is kinetically controlled, dependent on the interaction (i.e., the
natural charges and dipole moments) and kinetic energies
between the colliding cluster and monomer (Zhang et al.,
2012). For neutral clusters, electrostatically induced dipoledipole interaction plays a key role in facilitating the forward reaction rate. The presence of organic acids typically
increases the dipole moment of clusters (Zhao et al., 2009).
Furthermore, in addition to SUA, there are many other organic acids present under ambient conditions. In particular,
organic acids with multifunctionality, i.e., more carboxylic
acid groups and the presence of hydroxyl groups, likely contribute more importantly to aerosol nucleation.

4

Conclusions

We have investigated the molecular interactions between
SUA and SA qbase clusters in the presence of hydration, including AM and DMA. SUA addition promotes proton transfer in the SA qbase clusters, which is confirmed by formation
of new covalent bonds and relocation of the high LOL value
from the SA side to the AM side and a shift from positive to
negative for the Laplacian of electron density. The presence
of SUA in SA qAM and SA qDMA clusters generally strengthens the existing covalent bonds in SA qbase qSUA q(W)n clusters at the various hydration levels, since the LBO values
of the covalent bonds in SUA-containing clusters are higher
than those in the clusters without SUA. The hydrate distribution is broader for SA qAM qSUA than for SA qAM. Also, the
peak in the distribution of SA qDMA qAM qSUA hydrates occurs at the two-water molecule level under high RH, but the
peak in the distribution for SA qDMA qAM corresponds to the
unhydrated cluster. The peak hydrate distribution shifts toward a larger number of water molecules in SUA-containing
clusters than in clusters without SUA, suggesting that the addition of SUA enhances the hydrophilicity of SA qAM and
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 19, 8003–8019, 2019
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SA qDMA qAM. However, the presence of SUA causes dehydration to the SA qDMA clusters since the most prevalent cluster for SA qDMA qSUA is in a dry state. At equilibrium and atmospherically typical abundances of SUA and
SA, SUA qSA qbase (AM or DMA) is the most dominant form
among the three-molecule clusters, indicating that SUA competes with SA for the growth of the SA qbase dimers.
Various organic acids are produced from atmospheric oxidation of volatile organic compounds from biogenic (i.e.,
pinenes) and anthropogenic sources (i.e., aromatics). Our results indicate that the multicomponent molecular interaction
involving organic acids, sulfuric acid, and base species promotes NPF in the atmosphere, particularly under polluted
environments because of elevated concentrations of these
species. The role of different organic acids with distinct functionality in NPF needs to be further assessed. In particular,
future studies are necessary to evaluate both the kinetics and
thermodynamics of the interactions of organic acids with SA
and base species, i.e., the forward and reverse rates as well
as the potential energy surfaces for cluster formation, in order to develop physically based parameterizations of NPF in
atmospheric models.
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